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The Passionist Life
W

hile the Passionist charism is truly shared by many,
we do see a need to strengthen the inner group of
professed men who can commit their whole life
– mind, strength, spirit, soul and heart (Lk 10:27) to the
promotion of the Memoria Passionis (the Memory of the
Passion).
Every baptised person is called to
follow Christ, but our call to a professed,
evangelical life is a call to follow Jesus in
a radical way – to live simply and share
one’s resources, to listen reverently and
heed God’s word and to give our very
selves and dedicate our deepest energy to
the good of others.
Today the invitation of God to a young
man to give himself totally to a life of
poverty, obedience and celibacy is a rare
gift. I once thought that a vocation was
a gift to the individual – and indeed it is
– however, today I also see a vocation as
God’s gift to a whole Congregation or
Diocese.
We all recognise that the last forty years
have swept away many social conventions,
spiritual practices and community values
that affirmed and promoted a choice for
a life of poverty, obedience and celibate
loving. This is not to judge harshly the
spirit of today’s society – let us simply
note that there are radical differences in
the lives our nieces and nephews and those younger people
that we know, compared to our own years as teenagers and
young men.
Yet we need not stand idle and watch life go by. If we live
with resurrection faith then we must be open and searching
for the signs of new life that surely are around us. Indeed
the recent Passionist General Chapter reminds us that:
The passion for life and formation inevitably implies also
a passion for promoting Passionist vocations. Trusting in
the God who gives life, we see vocational promotion as
the task of all and so we should present our way life as
an authentic way of being human and Christian. We also
give proper respect to normal human values, and duly seek
to discern (with the help of the human sciences) whether

candidates have the gifts and capacities that are needed,
to make our life a viable option. (GCD 2000 4.4)
Certainly the young men and women of today need to pray
for the insight to see their vocation and the strength to
live it. However, in a like manner, let
us strive to present religious life in a
meaningful way to young people and let
us pray for the grace to attract vocations
to the Passionist way of life.
Some weeks ago I was leafing through
an American publication in which
hundreds of Religious Orders, including
the Passionists, advertised their mission
and charism. Among the many pages
I found a general similarity – warmth,
dedication to mission and an invitation
to community. Some orders presented
themselves through words alone; others
used images, captions and questions
regarding one’s life search or life values.
Mostly I just glanced at each order’s
offerings and turned the page to the next
‘vocations ad’.
However one page held me. It was two
contrasting pictures of Damien de Veuster
(Damien of Molokai). The first picture
depicted him as a young man; the second
depicted him as an older man whose
face was ravaged by leprosy. The caption
beneath simply stated, ‘Love changes everything’. It was
striking. It was unconventional and counter-cultural. As a
strategy is hardly seemed logical, why advertise religious
life by means of a leprosy-ridden face? Yet it held me.
Upon reflection I recognise that it appealed to me because
it spoke to the values and idealism that inspired so many
of us. (Here too I recognise that I am a product of my own
family and education etc. and that perhaps such a strategy
may not even work today).
However what did impress me about this ‘ad’ was that
it was different. It did not disguise the cost of love and
dedication and it spoke the truth in a raw way. Most of all
it seemed to be to be an overwhelming affirmation of the
power of the cross.
Could it be that we prepare our home to receive vocations
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et us talk about your vocation. You can have no
doubts as to the Divine Will regarding the holy call
that has persisted so long. O dearest one! correspond to what the Highest is asking of you. God is calling
you to a holy life and for you, etc. So it is not to be wondered that the enemies make such an uproar. The world
desires you and, therefore, plants so many snares. It holds
out weddings, delights, amusement, happiness. The devil
urges them and makes them seem sweeter and more pleasing than they are. The senses would embrace them willingly. What is to be done in this conflict? Retreat to the
mountain. Save yourself on the mountain – but more on
the mountain of myrrh that is Calvary – and see oneself in
the divine mirror that overcomes the world.
This battle God permits for his great servants. And because they have overcome, they are now saints. My dear
son, let the world howl as much as it likes. Spit in its face
by paying no attention; regard it as hanged. Drink, my
son, at the lasting spring of eternal life. Drink from the
chalice of Jesus. It may seem a bit bitter to the palate, but
how sweet to the stomach of the soul! Your pious mother
understands this well, and, if you cannot convince the rest
in any way, it will be necessary to flee. You are not alone
here; great saints of God did that. What a great thing it
would be for you to do likewise. Be patient for a little
while longer.
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SAINT GEMMA GALGANI
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aint Gemma was born in 1878 near Lucca,
Italy. From her childhood she dedicated
herself to meditation on the Passion of
Jesus Christ. She was orphaned and charitably
welcomed into the home of a deeply Christian
family.
She had a singular devotion toward the Eucharist and toward Jesus Crucified. Graced with
Letter 111, to Francis Appiani, 1736
special supernatural charisms, she offered herself
to God for the conversion of sinners. Her ardent
ith regard to your vocation, wait on the loving desire was to enter the Passionist Nuns but was
breath of the Holy Spirit and live entirely aban- never realised because of various difficulties, indoned in the divine arms of Jesus Christ, who is cluding poor health and the publicity surroundmindful of the state in life you should embrace. Be sure
ing her extraordinary graces. She distinguished
that if you are faithful to God, he will open a wonderful path so that you may find a place apt to lead to the herself as an extraordinary exemplar of holiness
highest perfection. But for now take care of yourself as in the midst of the world. She had many visions
best you can in your home, where you have occasions to and at times the stigmata, the wounds of Jesus,
exercise great acts of virtue at every hour and every mo- were visible on her body. She died at Lucca on
ment. I do not have instruments of penance in keeping
Holy Saturday, April 11th 1903 at the age of 25.
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with your state. If I had them, I would send them to you. I
wish, however, that your instruments of penance be great
humility of heart, a subjection in exact obedience to your
elders, even to your inferiors, in the house, even to the
servant. Oh, what a fine foundation this is to build a high
edifice of sanctity! Above all, be mortified in your opinions, especially with your tongue and eyes, keeping them
well guarded. A true servant of God, when walking, sees
only as much earth as is needed to bury her and goes always recollected in God in the company of Jesus Christ.
Letter 995, to Teresa Palozzi, 1755
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I should willingly give every drop of my blood
to please Him and to prevent sinners offending
Him. I shall be satisfied only when I am a victim,
to make reparation for my innumerable sins and
for the sins of all the world.
Do grant, oh my God, that when my lips approach Yours to kiss You, I may taste the gall that
was given to You; when my shoulders lean against
Yours, make me feel Your scourging ; when my
flesh is united with Yours, in the Holy Eucharist,
make me feel Your passion; when my head comes
near Yours, make me feel Your thorns; when my
heart is close to Yours, make me feel Your spear.

